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CAUSAL MODELS WITH UNMEASURED VARIABLES:

AN INTRODUCTION TO LISREL

ABSTRACT

$

Recent methodological_advances (JOreskoi] and Sorbom, 1978) now

kallow the estimation of cau 1 models which incorporate structural

relationships among latent variables; and confirmatory factor pro-

*cedures ,to estimate latent variables and the measurement properties

of their manifest indicators. The examination of structural effects

among theoretical variables not directly measurable offers great

promise for'developing and testing theory in educational research.

This paper presents an introduction'to such models.
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CAUSAL, MODELS WITH UNMEASURED VARIABLES:

AN INTRODUCTION TO LISREL

Whenever one uses ordinary least scOaret (OLS) regression, one" is',.

making an implicit assumption about measurement error.' AS,Blalock

(1964, p. 49) noted, one assumes that "there may be errors of'.

measurement with respect to the dependent'variable,Y, but ,that 411 of

the independent variables have been measured without error." Such an

assumption is obviously unrealistic for most social data. UntiI

recently, one had three alternative methods for estimating such

.J

regression models. By far the most common was to naively assume that
- 1

the variables Were measured without error,- and wistfully hope, the

resulting estimates were robus't. A. second. alternative was to corrkEt

correlation coefficients for attenuation, and use the corrected estimates
1

as inputs to the regression analysis. The procedure, however, required

a,priori knowledge of the reliability coefficients for the variables;

furthermore,, one had to assume the reliabilities were invariant from one
/

application to another. These restrictions have severely limited the use ,

of regression'analyses based on correlations corrected for attenuation.

Yet ) third alternative was to measure implied coefficients between latent

variables for which one had multiple manifest. *dicators. Siegel and

.Xodge (1968), for example, explicated several such models in their paper,

diy Cted to'sociologists; furthermor4
, they noted that correlations

erected for attenuation were merely special cases of their multiple

indicatoy. models. (One should note that the sociologists' preoccupation
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with 14th analysis and causal modelS' as apprbaches to.mSaSureMent error

we 'e anticipated by Sewell Wright nearly sixty, years ago. 'For a summary

and appreciation of,Wright's seminal work W structural modeing, see

Goldberger 01972].)

The problem with the.third alternative, as .noted by'llaus,ar.and
a V ,\

. f

Goldberger, (1971)and Long'(1976), is its
_
casual apProach towa.4)tatis-

:r

tical estimation hypothesisiesting. The problem resulfr:oM-
t '

overi dehti Models, which yield multiple esITmates of the. asSociations.\4-,!,

among latent'variables. InTesponse, sane authors have Chosen to 10nore

one or 'More of the identifyin\g\4Ations (e.gAjilalock, 1970; Land, 19701;,

.f .

o
;

others have averaged -the estimates fro the, several equations (e.g. , p

Hauser', 1970). 'A better alternative w uld be to ob in

overidentified parameters by maximum likelihood estima

procedures grew out of the work kLawley (1943), but

tational load required for their iterative estimatir p

application practice. Thus; the application of-m4e adequate statistical

imates of -the

(MLE). These

immensecompu-
*

entec tilei.r

'procedures languished until Joreskog (1966, 1967, 1969) discovered an

. efficient PALE computational procedure, soon to be follOwed..by, a computer

,,,,program for confirmatory factor analysis (Joreskog, Gruvaellis, and van -0

Thillo, 1970). The resulting variances and covariances of the latent4

factors could be used to estimate the paraMeters of a structural model

assumed to exist among the ;Actors, and Joreskog and SOrbom (1978) have

provided a program which incc(rporates maximum likelihood estimation
.

proceduresfor both the confiniatory factor analysis measurement model,

and the linear structural model among the'factors. This program is called

LISREL, an acronym for linear structural relationOips, and possesses the°

A
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4 3

'potential !0 reixoletionippg the way*social'icientists test hypothesized

.

.relationsitips among thtArtieal, unmeetsuredlatAentaraiables. Yet 1
..

hasten to coutioneboth users of LISREL, and,thos4 Who would uncritically
1

*?accept:LIST'solutions; strong models, which Yield useful. information;

result.fr;Arresearchers who know their subject.Matar, and who postulate

disprovable hypotheses (Platt, 1964). .As Cooley .(19.7t) 'reminded us,

- sometimes'a simple contingency table analysis *vides better causal4
,1 e

11 estimates than more :complex estimattbn proCedureS, when the researcher
t

.sing the contingency table uses the right variables, and therepy-contras, .
A

for alternative explanations for observed eSSOciatioq. IILIZIEL is,
r. )J i /.' " 4

therefore,' like most'estimation procedures, a AU to thinking about one's

subject matter. It is not a substi,iat. Ae derS'(add:editorsp should

not be lulled into the belief that L-SR lutiorAjaNd ipso 'facto good
.,..,..,

research. Duncan (1975) drewthe u 1 distipctiop between the easy part
. 1
, Gaus4l mpdeling:(-the'estiWion of Causal .parameters, and their 'algebraic.ii. ,,,/

., J e :*..*, . .'''
-04 , ..

, .:* 4 tAdi

m, uation) an the Jierli3ait (knoWing one's subject i'llelter, and hOng
/ , .j.

a styTistvappreCiati. n.of alternative exp;
. , tions). Splvjng the easy

problem should-not isl-ead anycthe tO:believe that the hard problems havets,

;.tt .

t

...

beentresolved... Thi4s-paper wil.beCcime.dcult engugh,both symbAlically

and algebraically, but does, notfeven appro phe compleXity involved.'in
1

doing good resear 1

dh.
d A ijk, ,

4.'

The purpose of this paper l'is to proviçle ,a4onmathe tidal introduc-

tion to LISREL '.ThoSeAntePekted*the b sic pipers the de.Wopthe

mathematics of LISREL may read J§reskog an SorbOm:(1979). Those inter- '

''''

ested in reading well-founded 'aplications of LISREL (or earlier versions

of the-program),may read Mason, et al (1976) and Mare and Mason (1,980),,,':,
O it-
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who an41y4ed the orrors)nvolved in chi1dren's reports ot parental

haracteristics; 111014. et al, (14/1), who analyed a LISITEL model or

stattth attainment and coMpare the resulting estimates with 01 -timaiesi

and Worts, ot di. (191/), who develop a smplex,modul or academic

achievement over time Fur those interested In alternative introductions

to the analysis or covariance structures, sets "hurt: (1q/1) or Long (19/6).

SPECIFICATION OF A LISRFL MODEL.

In.presenting any causal mo41, itis convenient to use a path

diagram., .Ontsuch model is shown- in Figure 1. In Figure 1, variables a

enclosed in ellIpses are latent, unobserved variables; variables enclosed

in rectangles are manifeSt, observed variables; thd unenclosed variables

represent errors of measurement and residual errors of prediction. A

one-way arrow represents a hypothesized causal effect; the arrow points

toward the affected variable. A curved, double-headed arrow represents

a correlation to which no causal interpretation is attached. Dashed lines

represent associations added to the model in subsequent analyses; these

will be explained below..

Before proceeding to discuss the model in Figure 1, letime explain
3

why the discussion_ is couched in matrix notation represented by Greek

.letters. These'merely follow the tradition established by Joreskog; thus,

learning the notation,once pays off when reading any of the basic papers

on confirmatory factor analysis. Moreover, setting up the LISREL

computer program involves specifying the type and size of several matrices,

and involves specifying whether the elements within these ?matrices are

fixed at prespecified valUes, or are free parameters to be estimated by



Figure I. 1.1SREL Model of tlie Development and Stability of Attitudes Toward

Work and Family; White High School Graduates, 1972 (N w 151).

4i1
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A
endogenous factors. This is not a shortcoming of the LISREL model, b,ut

is inherent to the model's mathematical logic. Thus, LISREL estimates

are unstandardized even when analyzing a correlation matrix; standardized

solutionsl a-re available in LISREL by adjusting the unstandardized

estimates bytest'ithated standard deviations for tile,4 and n factors.

The ex4c&specificatirin:of these solutions is giIen:in-Joreskog and
0

Siirbom 0978, p. 60).

THE STRUCTURAL MODEL-

With these matrices in mind, we may again consider the model

depicted in figure 1, and then express the relationships in matrix terms.

Figure,1 represents a longitudinal model of the development and stability

,eiof attitudes toward work and family. Respondents in the atonal

Longitudinal Study of the High School Class of 197 (see Levinsohn, et

al.1978) were asked "How important is each of he following to you in

your life?"

A. Being successful in my line of work,

B. Finding the right person to marry and having a happy

family,

C. Having lots of money,

E. Being able to find steady work,

H. Living close to parents and relatives,

Getting away from.this area of the country.

Items A, C, and E were used as indices of attitudes toward work, while

items B, H, and (the additive inverse 9/) I were used as indices of

attitudes toward the family. (Items omitted from this list dealt with



measures of community orientation.) The respondents were asked to indicate

whether` these statements were either not important, somewhat important,

or very important. The items were thus scaled or rescaled such that

higher numbers reflected more importance; but item I was scaled to its

additive inverse. There is little reason to be concerned about the

ordinal measurement of the manifest indicators; they are assumed to be

imperfect indicators of underlying interval-level scales. It is granted

without question that the ordinal measures are not exactly isomorphic

with the underlying latent variable, assumed to be normally distributed,

and therefore efficiency is ldst to the extent that there is a lack of

correspondence. This may be, thought of as a form of measurement error,

and in no way suggests that interval-level statistics are inappropHately

appiied 'to these data (see Borgatta and Bohrnstedt, 1980).

These attitudes were measured twice (in this application in 1973

and 1974), and the model specifies at time 1 that latent attitudes about

work and family are caused by the respondent's ability, sex, and the

socioeconomic status of their family of origin. At time 2, work and

family attitudes are specified to be caused by the previous expression

of these attitudes. Thus, socioeconomic status, sex, and ability are

assumed to cause work and family attitudes at time 2 only to the extent

that these exogenous variables affect the development of the same

attitudes at time 1. Furthermore, no causal nexus is assumed to exist

between work and family attitudes at either time 1 or time 2. The causal

model among the latent variables is therefore hierarchical, but not fully

recursive; in another context Wolfle (1980a) has called such models

block-recursive.

1 4
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The specification of this causal model is arguable. For example,

how realistic is the postulation that the exogenous variables have no

direct influence on work and family attitudes at time 2? In this case,

the postulation is easily 'testable. One may simply respecify the model

with the appropriate paths included, and determine if the parameter

estimates are equal to values within appropriate.. ranges expected by

chance if the parameters were in fact zero. In another instance, why

specify that work at time.2 depends upon family attitudes at time 1,

and conversely ;kat family at time 2 depends upon work at time 1?

Why not instead specify that work and family time 2 are reciprocal

causet ofjeach other? In this case, there is no statistical test to
C,

fall back upon. To permit both sets of effects creates an underiden-
.

tified model, which has no unique solution. Thus; one must choose between

models on the basis of one's knowledge abouLthe subject matter, or the

analytic purpose of the model (see Wolfle, 1980a, pp. 263-204). 'To the

extent that the reader finds these choices implausible, thus will the

results be implausible (regardless of the method of estimation). In my

view, the ad antage of path diagrams and analyses of structural models is

that their pr entation requires a degree of explicitness which allows

readers to decide for themselves how plausible or implausible are the

models.

In essence, all we have considered so far in this discussion of the

structural model are the two matrices of regression effects, gamma and

beta. There are two further matrices to consider, phi and psi. Phi is

the symmetrical variance-covariance matrix among the three exogenous

factors; this matrix will have five unknown parameters to be estimated--
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three covariances, and the variances of the socioeconomic and ability

factors. Here, sex is shown to be amanifest variable, hence its variance
A

is known 'a priori. Psi is the variance-covariance matrix among the four

c. (i = 1 . .,4). In an initial estimation, this matrix is assumed to
A

be .a diagonal matrix, implying 'that none of ,the residual terms are

correlated. Later applications will relax this assumption.

These relationships may be expressed algebraicallt

ni = Yill Y12E2 + Y1.3E3 Cl

= Y21E1 + Y22E2 t Y23E3 C2

31111,4' $32n2 C3

n4 = 04.2n2 t

Rearranging the equations so that all of the eta variables are to the

-left of the equality, allows the expression of this set of equations in
---

matrix notation:

n C

j
'e

where If. = (n1, n2, n3, n4),. cl= c2, c3, c4), and. El = (Els E2s E

is a 4 x4 matrix such that:

1.0 0 0

=

0. 1.0 0

-an 032 1.0

041 42 0

r is a 4 x 3 matrix such that:

0

4_ 0

1.0



r=

Ill 112 113

121 122 123

o 0 0

-o 0 o

11

Furthermore,. let ' = diag( 411, *2, ,11/14

4

all

ts a21 a22

-0'31 a32 :a33 9` . )

and:

°

in which a.
Jj

denotei the.variance'of
J'

and cr
j1(

(j # k) denotes t 17

covariance_between and
k

:

J
\ .

, L.,

Estimation of the free `parameters -of these:matrices in LISREL'requires

that'the user specify -Mr each element ip,each matrix' whether the element

is free (a value to be estimated by the program), or fixed. If the

latter, the user has to specify the fixed value. For example, the
,

diagonal of a is to be fixed at*Iinity,but other elements of a-and some,

in r are to be fixed at zero. Furthermore, a22 is to be fixed equal to,

the variance of the manifest variable, sex.

THE MEASUREMENT MODEL,

In the structural portton ofthe model,,Se vectorsA and are not

'observed, but y' ='(y1 . . .y12) and x' = (x
1

. . .x
8
) are observed, such

y =Ay n+ e



and

= +

12.

. ---/
in vihich e an' 6 are vectors'ofernors,/cif measurement in y and x,

respectively. These errors/ of measurement*reoresent both specific and

random components of variation (Alwin and Jackson, 1979). 'The vectors

E and 6 are assumed to be uncorrelated with n, ,.and c, but'may have

elements internal to ''each which are\correlated to,other elements' of the

same vector. (LISREL does not permit elements iW e to be correlated with

. elements in 6, but this is easily overcome by specifying all of the

variables to be, endogenous.) The matrices A4 (12x 4) and A
x

(8x 3)

are regression matrices.

77
In this analysis cioeconomic status of the respbndent's family

)--of origin is indexed by, ather's.occupational status, father's educational

attainment, and mother's educationa ttainment. These manifest indicators

-we're taken from the rsiL§ data file, V2468,'V1627, and V1628, respectively

(see Levinsohn, et el., 1978); these measures were composite variablesof

the father's Duncan (1961) socioeconomic ind4x; and:father's and mother's

education. This model specifies that theie three variableshavee. common

cause, assumed to befamilial socioeconomic status. The model is not

0et ministic, however, and assumes that the underlying factor does not

omb11 tely determine the obierved variation in the three manifest. ,

variables; this Specification is,represented by Abe three 6i 1, 2, 3
1 1

These error terms have been loosely called errors of measurement, be in
,

v.1 .

fact contain both random specific errors of prediction from the
1

.

underlying factor.
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Alwin and Jackson (1979) have discussed the several Measurement

models that are applicable to such models. There is therefore no need to

go into such a discussion-in detail. A brief review, however, will
.

sensitize us to assumptions being made aboUt the models of measurement.

Consider thedthree equations from socioeconomic status:

xi = x11E1 + el + ul

x2 = A211 e2

x3,7- x31E1 + e3 .0

in which the Xi are the thre-,(Manifest variables specified above; x. are

regressionCoefficients; El is a latent factor of socioeconomic status;

ei are random components of.error; and u. are components of error specific

to.each manifest variable. In practice, the ei and ui are inseparable;

"'"a1.1 one is able, to estimate are the Si = ei + ui .

A metric for El is imposed bt setting 1.0; as a result the

Xil
1

specified to be unity, the ratio of the ail to each other.will be

constant. If the equations abaiieare squared, and expectations taken,

one obtains:

=a2 a2
1 El el ul

a2 = *02 a2
1

a2
X2 e2,

a2
X3

= Ai a2
e

62
3

a2

This is called a common-factor measures model; for each manifest variable

there exists a component of error that is 'due to random error, and a
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:component specific to each manifest variable. LISREL4assumes as the most

general case the common-factor model, which is not a classical true-score

model. Therefore; if one wants to interpretthe coefficients in terms of

classical true-score theory, one has to make restrictive assumptions

about the nature of the error term. Joresko? (1971) wediihe common-'

factor model to classical true-score theory by defining the congeneric

measures model. In such a model, each.of the manifest variables, x.1 ,

is assume have aseparate true score,,,i, whichare perfeCtly

correlated with each other, 'with the implication that a random variabJel,

exists such that all of the Eli are linearly related to it:

--, Eli Pi + aiEl

By making .the further assumption that the errors across measures are

entirely random (i.e.-, u1 . = '0), and because x.
1 Ali

.+
ei,

it follows
, 4

that:
.

xi = ui + ail + e1.

If_these.three equations are squired, and expectations taken, one obtains:
,

a2 a2 a2
X1 , el

a2 = A2 a2 + al
X2 21 El e2

= A2 a2 a2 .

X3 311. e3
.

Alwin and Jackson (1979) suggest that it is difficult to imagine a la'tent

factOr so pure that all variation between its manifest indicators is due

to the factor alone. The congeneric measures'model is thus an ideal toY.

be sought after (Bohrnstedt and Borgatta, 1980). As we will see below,
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'the model being discussed. in this paper exhibits some congeneric

constructs, but others definitely fall short of the ideal.

If one is willing to make a further restriction in the measurement

model, namely that xil = X21 = X31, the model becomes:

82 = a2 a2
x1 el

a2 = a2.-+ a2
X2

1 e2

= f 4.- a, a 2

3. cl e3

which is called a tau-equiialent measures model. The LISREL program

allows users to specify, addition to fixed and free parameters, para-

meters that are equivalent. Thus; the tau- equivalent model may be

estimated by specifying A11 = Ail = A31 , on the assumption that ui = 0,

which implies'that as
i
6

= 0 for all j. .

.

Finally, by specifying not1only that ui = 0, and that App= x21.= A31 ,

but in addition that a2 Q2 =a2 , one obtains the parallel measures
el e2 e3

model:

a2 a2 a2
X1 , El

a2 = a2 a2
X2, El

a2 = a2 +a/
X3 .E1 e

I

This is the most restrictive, least seldom seen in application, of the
,

measurement models.

Of these models, this analysis assumes that father's occupational

status, father's'education, and mother's education. are congeneric measures

I)ti
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of socioeconomic115tatus. This assumption implies that ui (i = 1, 2, 3) = 0;

lzhat is, the only error of prediction is random. A test of this assump-
,

tion is possible to the extent that the overidentifying 'restrictions in the

measurement model may be relaxed by permitting _covariance parameters

among measurement error terms to be free parameters in the model..

-A second exogenous variable, sex, is included, not as a 1,atent,

factor, but as a single manifest variable. This variable is etomposite

.measure of sex (V1626) taken from the NLS data file (Levins%pn, et al.,

1978). It is incorporated into the LISREL model by specifying:

XA
4

=

that is, A42 =1.0, and 64 =00.

Several ability subtests were adminittered to the NLS respondents

during their senior year of high school. Four of these, reading,(V618),

letter groups (V619), vocabulary (V614), and math (V620), are assumed

to.be congeneric measures of-a:latent ability factor.

The' measures of the endogenous latent factors,,work and family, have

been described above. Here we adopta common-factor measures model,

becayse it-see6ls unlikely that the u_.--=-(ince errors of measurement
./

of a particular attitude at timd'l are likely be correlated with

the corresponding errors at time 2.

The measurement portion of the model is defined by 20 equations,

relating each' of the 20 manifest variables to its respective latent factor.

These have been omitted here; the measurement model is more easily\

represented in matrix notation. For the exogenous variables, the

appropriate equation is:.



in which x' =

and
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= A +6

, $ x8), El = (El, E2s E3),

1.0 0 0

X21 0 0

X31 0 0

0 1.0 0

=
-x

0 0 1.0

0 0 X63

0 0 A73

0 0 X83

=(61,1 68)1

Furthermore, let e
cs

be the symmetrical variance-covariance matrix among

the 6. Ct = 1 .. Initially, this matrix is assumed to be diagonal

(all off-diagonal elements are fixed at zero) with- the further specifica-

ti on that '0:
S44

. For the endogenous variables, the measurement model is defined by:

y = An+ E

in which y' (y1, , Y12), (ni, 112, 113, n4), E' (Ell ; El2

and



A =
-Y
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1.0 0 0 0

21 0 0 0

X3I 0 .0 0

0 1.0 0 0

0 X52 0 0

0 X62 0 0

0 0 1.0 0

0 0. X83 0

0 0 A93 0

0 0 0 1.0

0 0 0 X114

0 0 0 Al2 4

Furthermore,let,0 be the symmetrical, variance-covariance matrix among

the E. (i = 1 . 12). Initially, this matrix is assumed to be diagonal..

This completes the definition of the initial LISREL model. Below

we will consider certain alterations of the model, some to be Made on

practical grounds, some to be made on the basis of more theoretically

oriented concerns.

IDENTIFICATION OF THE MODEL

Before the model is estimated, the identification problem must be

examined. In the first case, an equation such as:

x = A + d

cannot be directly estimated,since everything on the right side of the
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.f(K

equation is unobserved. Thus, the covariance structure of the observed

variables is analyzedtin terms of the postulated causal structure. If

the equation above-is multiplied, by x', and expectations taken, one

obtains the variance-covariance matrix of x:

= E(xx') = EU% +
_

+
x_ x_

= AX A' +_ X

In a more complicated way, the variance-covarianuf matrix of y, and the

covariance matrix, E
xy' may be derived (see, for example, Long, 1976).

Analysis of th'e model in terms of covariance structures does not,

however, resolve the identification problem. The model will be under-

-identified unless certain contraints are made. Specifically, there must-

be feaer free parameters than there are elements in the lo r trian

of the observed variance-covariance matrix, including' the diagonal.

If there are t free parameters, then:

t < (1/2)(p + q)(p + q + .

In thismodel,p = 12 and q = 8; thus t must be less than 210. As

specified above for the structural portion of the model, there are 4

free parameters in 6, 6 in r, 5 in 4), and 4 in Y. In the measurement

portion of the model, there are 8 free parameters in A 5 in A
Y' x'

12 in 0 , and 7 in 2. Thus, t.= 51, which is clearly less than 210.

Unfortunately, this condition is necessary, but not sufficient, for

identification.

In addition, each and every equation in the model must be identified.

In the measurement portion of the model, this may be accomplished by

setting one element in each column of the two A matrices to some fixed

A

Z77,

14.0
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value, usually 1.0 . This becomes the reference indicator, and serves to

provide a metric for the'underlying factor. One may altematively.fix

the variance of the underlying factor; this is commonly set to unity when

analyzing standardized-solution models. Notice, however, that this, is

possible only for the exogenous factors in the Y matrix. The variances

of the h factors may not be fixed. Thus, reference indicators must e

specified for the endogenous factors even when analyzing a correlation

matrix. In each column of
x

and
y there must also be one fewer zeros

than there are n and m fattors respectively. Examination of A
x

and A
-Y

reveals that there is 0 in every column, and at least 2.zeros in each

column of A
x

and 3 ze each column of Ay. Satisfaction of these rules

is still only a necessary condition for identification.

The structural portion of the model must also be internally.

identified. This means that excess degrees of freedom in the measurement

model may not be used to identify an underidentified structural model.

In this case there are (1/2)(m + n)(m + n + 1) = 28 variances and covariances

in the structural model, and 19 free parameters; thus the structural

model satisfies the counting rule for identification. Unfortunately,

it is often difficult to detertine if every parameter is estimable, and

eras exists no general set of rules that applies to every model. Rules

have been developed for certain types of models (see refer9nces in JOreskog

and Sorbom, 1978, p. 10), but the solutions are often tedious.

Users of LISREL should be aware that the program does provide

solUtions for underidentified models. Underidentification simply means

that there is no unique solution to the model; the LISREL program simply

stops when it finds one of the solutions. Use different starting values,
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and one would obtain another solution. This foible of LISREL has caught

at least one author unawares, who published his substantive interpretation

of an underidentified model. Fortunately, LISREL does provide a check

for identification. The iterative subprogram that calculates the

standard errors of the estimates begins by calculating, the information

matrix for all the independent unknown parameters.

If this matrix is positive definite it is almost certain that

the model is identified. On the other hand, if the information

matrix is singular, the model is not identified and the

following message will be printed

THE n-TH FREE PARAMETER MAY NOT BE IDENTIFIED..

This is a strong indication that the n-th free parameter in the

pattern vector is not identified. The n-th parameter is usually.
ei

--the last parameter in a group of parameters connected in an

indeterminacy (J6reskog and Siirbom, 1978, p. 11).

As a result, it is recommended that one always, request on the program's

output parameter card that the standard errors be calculated and

printed. Publishing these standard errors is in good taste, and

should also be encouraged.

ESTIMATION AND TESTING

The independent parameters in the model are estimated by the method

,46

of maximum likelihood estimation as described by Gruvaeus,and JOreskog

(1970). This method assumes the distribution of (y', x') is multivariate
MO' PIO

normal; the loss of efficiency by violations of this/assumption has not
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yet been established. The estimation problem is essentially that of

fitting the variance- covariance matrix imposed by the model to the sample

variance-covariance matrix. A fitting function (see Jdreskog and Sirbom,

1978, p. 13) is minimized by using, first and second order derivatives,

and converges rapidly from most arbitrary starting points. If there

are several local minima of the fitting function, however, there is,

no guarantee that the method will4nVerge to the absolute minimum.

Users are well advised to reestimate models with different starting

values in case the program has converged.to a local minimum of the

fitting funcation.

When the maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters have been

obtained, a X2- measure (as diStinguished from ?0, which is the sampling

distribution to which X
2
is compared) of overall goodness-of-fit of the

model is calculated. This statistic may be regarded as a test of the

specific model against the most general alternative that the estimated

variance-covariance matrix is any positive definite matrix., The likeli-

hood ratio X
2
statistic is (N/2) F0 , where F0 is the minimum value of

the fitting function, and N is the sample size. In large samples this

statistic is distributed as x2 with degrees of freedom:

df (1/2)(p + q)(p + q + 1) t ,

where t is the number of independent parameters. This test tells if the

model fits or does not fit, but if the latter cannot tell where the

model does not fit.

The likelihood ratio X
2
statistic insensitive to even small

deviations from perfect fit. Particularly when the sample size is large,
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it is common to find large, or even very large', values o
f

X
2

relative to

the degrees of freedom. When the sample size is large, one common rule

of thumb is to adopt as appropriate a model in which X2/df is less than 5.

Another alternative is to fit a more restrictive model against a

less restrictive model, and to compare the resulting two X
2
measurei.

The difference between the two likelihood ratio X2 measures is distributed

approximately as x
2
with degrees of freedom equal to the difference in the

number of independent parametdrs in the two models. If there is a large

drop in X2 from one model to the other relative to the difference'in

degrees of freedom, then the changes made in t e second model represent

a real improvement in fit. These procedures will be illustrated below;

Bentler and Bonett (1980) have investigated significance testing in

models such as these.

Sometimes changes in models can be suggestedon the basis of logic.

For example, the model under consideration in this paper postulates no

direct effects from the three exogenous factors to work and family

attitudes at time 2. If the initial model. does not fit, perhaps it

would be wise-to relax this restrictive assumption, and see if the new

model produces a real improvement in the fit. In the measurement portion

of this model, the initial model as specified assumes that the errors of

measurement for work and family attitudes are uncorrelated from time 1

to time 2. However, it is often the case th t such errors of measurement

are correlated. Accordingly, a new model may be estimated with these

covariances included as free parameters. The difference in X
2

measures

would tell us whether the errors of measurement were in fact correlated.
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At other times, changes in the model may be suggested by an inspec-

tion of the first-order derivatives of the fitting function with respect

to the fixed parameters. This table is available in LISREL, and 'It is a

good practice to request its printlng. Sorbom (1975). has published a

useful example describing how the procedure works in practice. One may

want to relax the restriction in the model which is least probably zero.

The table of first-order derivatives sug s which fixed parametel4 if

set free will give the largest decrease in t e fitting function. If

doing so does not violate the logic of the causal structure, one should

find the fixed parameter whose absolute value of its first-order derivative

is the greatest. A new model is then fitted with the restriction removed;

and the X
2
measures from the two models compared to see if the less:

restrictive model provides a significant improvement in fit. In any

event, it is wise to keep in mind Joreskog's advice, "Ultimate y the

criteria for goodness of the model depends on the usefulness of it and

the results it produces (JOreskog, 1969, p. 201)."

THE DATA

Data for the model depicted in Figure 1 were obtained from the

National Longitudinal Study of the High School Class of 1972 (Levinsohn,

et al., 1978). The NLS was designed to provide data, on the development

of the educational, vocational, and 'personal aspects of the ,lives of

adolescents as they make the transition from high school to the adult

world. The population analyzed here includes only those white respond-

ents who completed the study's ability tests `in their senior year of

high school. There were 12,844 such respondents. From this group,
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a random subsample was selected, and correlations calculated for all

those with listwise present data. The analysis to be d6cribed below

was therefore baked on 751 white respondents., The correlations and

641
standard viations for the 20 variables are,shown in the appendix.

FITTING THE MODEL

Because LISREL is an Iterative program, it must be provided with

starting values fIr all of the elements in every matrix not defined to

be either an identity matrix or a zero matrix. The default value

assumed by the program is zero, so only those starting values for

non-zero fixed parameters and free parameters need be specified.

These starting values may be chosen arbitrarily, but must in the first.

iteration produce an estimated variance-covariance matrix which is

positive definite. If this does not hold, the program, terminates

abnormally.

Selecting appropriate starting values is not always easy. Because

the correlation coefficients of one variable with tao\other variables

restrict the range of the correlation,coefficient of the second and

third variables, it is possible to generate estimated correlations or

covariances in the first iteration which are internally inconsistent.

Indeed, with the model at hand several different sets of starting

values were required before the program would run. It is a good idea

to create simple summated factors of the variables in the analysis, and

use OLS regression to estimate appropriate starting values of LISREL.

Not only does this help avoid the problem of producing a nonposit4e

matrix, but it reduces the computer time of LISREL by provrng it
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A

starting values mare likely to be close to those in the final solution.

(By the way, a, mistake,Ifind myself repeating is to forget that

elements 1n4lilpe reverted sign.)

We W411 now turn t"8 presentation of 'results for'the model4

described above. Summary goodness-of-fit statistics will be presented

for a number of specificatieni. When a model is founcideemed to be

, best, its parameter estimates will be discuss.ed in substantiVe terms.

_ The summary measures ofigoodpesS.-f-fit are shown in Table 1.

Model A of Table 1 assumes errors of measurement are entirely rand6M,

and imposes a causal siructurcemong the latent factors as.shown in

Figure 1. The likelihood ratio.'X? value for this model is 715.29 with

159 degrees of freedom. At first*blush, this value suggests the model

does not fit the data very well, but there is more wrong with this

model than a mere lack, of fit. An examination of the LISREL estimates

(not shown here) reveals

2 is a negative number.

that the reSIdual variancd. for family at time

This occurrence, all too frequent, is known as

the Heywood Case (aprocryphally after the Rev.'. Christopher Heywood, who

kept coming up with a negative number of ,angels'whotould.stand on the

head of A pin). Variance estimates zero 6r greater are logically

permissable; negative values are Rot. It is entirely possible, however,

as in this case, for maximum likelihood estimates to converge at a value

less than zero. The standard fix for the Heyiiood Case is to constrain

the offending variance to zero,'pr a small pOsitive number. In this

instance, 4)44 was set to zero, and the'model reestimated. Substantively,

this means that family attitudd at time 2 is assl,pedlObe'perfectly

predicted by some linear combination of family and-work Attitudes at

`)7



Table 1, Goodness-of-Fit Statistics for Models of Development and

Stability of Attitudes toward Work and Family

Model 2
X . d.f. Prob. d.f. Prob.

A.

B.

'C.

Random errors

Random errors; 11)44 °

Random errorsv*44 0;

715.29

744.81

A

159

160

0.0

,0.0''

tp21 free 733.97 159 0.0 10.84 1 .001

D. Random errors; tih+'

1P21, Y$3 free 731.02 158 0.0 2.95 1 .086

E. Random errors; 4+4=

F.

t1,21, 40, r free

Covariance between work

and family errors time

728.00, 152 0.0 5.97. 7 .543

1 and time 2; tp44 .0;

4,21 free 333.85 153 0.0 400.12 6 0.0

G. Model F, with o free 321.57 152 0.0 12.28 1 .001e31

HI Model G, with e
e76

free 315.13 151 0.0 6.44 1 .011

I. Model H, with o free
e41

313.04 150 0.0 2.09 1 .148



time 1. Milk now result is shown in *del B of Table 1. By setting iplo, 0,

one degree of freedom has been gained,' and the likelihood ratio X is
'to

744.01 with 14) degrees of freedom Afl of the L(SREL estimates in the

new model are lotgicallpermissable, b41! tct)g,X2 value suggests a poorly

fitting model. Now should the model ba changed to see if a better

fitting model is possible? One reasonable strategy, suggested by Kenny,

(1979, p. 161), ,s to fit a just-identified structural model. Any lack j

of)fit of the mci el to the correlations could therefore be attributed to

specifi 16on Ors in the measurement model. This was done in stages.

An examirl 'Ilion of the first-order derivatives among the structural

poduced(by Model B suggested that the covariation between

and e2 0 .e..144) \ps the value most likely not to be zero. In

substantiit terms, this Indicates, that the three exogenous factors have

not explOilned all qi\the covariation between fOilY attitudes agd work

attitud4 at tim3,1Ot is likely that the multiple partial correlation.
1

between WORK73 AV FAMILY73 is nonzero. Permitting this parameter. to be

freely,estimated in a new model, Model C, provides a significant improve-

ment 4 it of the model; the X2 is 7a3.97 with 159 degrees of
a

freedom. T e difference between the X2 measures for Models 8 and C is

10.84, which is distributed as x2 with one degree of freedom; the value

is significant.

An examination of the table of first-order derivatives from Model C

revealed that, among the fixed structural coefficients, y33 was the new

value most likely not to be zero. This is the direct effect of ability

on work at time 2. Model D was estimated with this value set free, but

the improvement of fit between Model C and Model D was not significant.

)
id
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Model E was estimated (as suggested by Kenny, 1979) with the structural

portion of the model completely identified. These results reveal two

items of 'interest. First, the X" value of 728.00 sueosts 4 severe

lack of fit, but because the structural model'As completely identified

(save for 11144 .4 0) we now know that the lack of fit must be in the

measurement portion of the model. Second, comparing the X" measures of

Model E with Model C reveals that the seven.additional parameters set.

Free in Model E do not yield a significant improvement in fit. That is,

the seven additional parameters differ from zero only as a matter of

chance. Thus, our initial postulation that the background factors do

not directly influence work and family attitudes at time 2 is confirmed.

Furth4rmore, the covariance between work and family attitudes at time 2

is almost completely explained by the previous expression of these

attitudes. The only change we have made in the structural portion of the .0,

model is to allow the residuals of work and family at time 1 to covary;

this merely represents the inability of the three exogenous factors to

completely explain their covariation.

Model C represents the best fitting of the structural models, but it

must be admitted that it does not fit very well. The model assumes that

errors of measurement are random, but the model's lack of fit suggests

that the assumption is not tenable. The model contains the same variables

measured at two different times. It is well known that when the same

measuring instrument is used at two or more occasions, there is a

tendency for the errors in each variable to covary over time because of

memory or other re-test effects. Accordingly, Model F was estimated with

the errors for each of the three work manifest variables allowed to covary
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\

with the equivalent orrors for the questiorls repeated at time the

equivalent parameters were also sot free for family attitudes. Pmpar-
\

110H of the Fit of this model will be made to that of Modal s rice

Model C was the accepted structural model. The difference in X' \404$UVO%

WAS 400.12 with 6 degrees of freedom. This 1$ 4 major improvemoni\ in

fit, and suggests that we ware well advised to consider the possibility

of correlated errors over time.

It is still possible, of course, for there to be other source's of

covariation among the errors of measurement. For example, respondents

who express a desire for being successful in work may systematically

overidentify that response with the desire to have money. Thus, the

errors of measurement for these two questions will covary"to the extent

that the underlying factor is unable to explain the covariation between

the manifest indicators. The choice of example was prophetic. An

examination of the first-order derivatives of the fixed parameters' i

Model F revealed o
E31

was the value most likely not to be zero; this is

the covariation between the questions at. time 1 about being successful

in work and being able to find steady work. Model G was estimated with

this new parameter set free. The difference in X2 measures between Model

F and Model G was 12.28 with one degree of freedom-- a significant

improvement in fit.

The process continued. The first-order derivatives for Model G

were examined with the result that o was discovered to be the value
e7s

most likely not to be zero. This is the covariation between the errors

for the question about moving away from one's family, asked at time 1,

and the questionabout being successful in one's work, asked at time 2.
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One (740 id r how this may ire plausibly osilaieed respoodaets who

systematically overstated or understated their desire t move 4W4y 4( one

t ii e flay be thOSO whir overstate Or understate thkp, desire for sucosss

at another time. If I had been 00410 to construct a plausible oxplan-

&idol), I would not have estimated Model H. which allowed this parameter

to he free. This decision obviously went beyond the statistical

inforation available (see Blalock, 191!, p. 4411), aod reflects my belief

that no model may be said to fit, which produces unint rpretable results.

Model H, when compared to Model G, suggests 4 significant improve-

ment in fit. An examination of the first-order derivatives from Model H"

revealed o was the value most likely not to be zero. Model I was
titt

lg
therefore estimated with this parameter set free, but the improvement of

fit over that of Model H was not significant. Thus, Model H is accepted

as the best fitting model to explain both the structural and measurement

properties of a model of,the development, and stability of attitudes

toward work and family.

EMPIRICAL. RESULTS

2
This section presents the results from the measurement and structural

analysis of Model H. The measurement properties will be discussed first.

These results are shown in Table 2, and mirror the LISREL solutions

reproduced in the appendix, which also contains the LISREL program set

up used to generate the parameter estimates. able 2 contains the

parameter est*Mai'es for the true score variances, error variances, and

the slopes of the manifest variables as regressed on the latent factors.



T4ble ?. Modol H Mosaauromont Pat ,' Eitimatda

14rdnr M4Orciat triad 44::(1.1-'0 rrror
factor Variahle* V40400: Varianro 51opo ani1ity

Work 7 1 V64,15 ,olfl .110 1.00* .096

V641 .)86 1.458 MA
V6Aq ,;244 .1.546 ..1.!_1

Family 7.1 V686 .019 ,160 I MO* .106

V692 .155 1.417 .105

V691 .319 .679 ,026

Work 14 V15/1 :164 1.004 .184

V15/5 .308 1.446 .201

V157/ .143 2.285 .515

Family 74 V1574 .035 .161 1.004 .179

V1580 .368 1.228 .125

V1581 .302 .271 .007

Socioeconomic
Status V2468 204.782 340.066 1.00* .376

VI627 .172 .083 .891

V1628 .662 .041 .342

Ability V618 59.244 27.346 1.00* .684

V619 44.007 .705 .401

V614 42.170 .891 .527

V620 37.382 .897 .560

* Fixed parameter.

** Variable labels from levensohn, et al. (1978).

cmic
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tion of its expected variance due to the variance of its correspondIng

latent factor, or true score.

The estimated reliability coefficients for work and family attitude %

are very low. We have already seen that the measuremet errors contained

unique components that were correlated from one administration of the

survey to the next. We now see that there are also rather large random

errors associated with these variables. There is, of course, some

variance explained among the manifest indicators by the latent true

scores, and to that extent there do seem to be underlying factors which

measure one's general attitudes toward work and family. Insofar as

measuring these constructs is concerned, however, these manifest variables

do not do a very adequate job. Most of the variance in the manifest indi-

cators is explained by errors of measurement, both unique and random.
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We turn now to tha Ion of the ;true tural portion of Mcidel H.

.Ihr,e l'e.lult% are %hown In fable When the develOpMent ter attitudes

tOWard witch are cOn-Odordd, it may -0 thAt tho of toot, of .i(wio-

e(ohomic 7jatu$ is net ilqnifiCant. tho variable, lox, wit., Coded 1 - main

and 2 female; thctrrtfore the eqative coefficient in(Wates that women

consider work value- lev,, Important than do nrcarr, cuter k paribus. The

effect of ability l nNative; that is, the greater .,core on the

ability factor, the less Importance is attached to work values. Attitudes

toward family.values are also negatively influenced. by ability and socio-

economic status. Women, however, place more importance on family values

than do men. These exogenous variables explain about one-fourth of the

variance in work and family attitudes; hut do not contribute to the

further measurement of these variables once previous measures of the,same

attitudes have been controlled fore Both work attitudes and family attitudes



Taple 3. Model H Structural Parameter Estimates

Dependent
Factors

Independent Factors

Socioeconomic
Status

Proportion
Explained

Sex Ability Work 73 Family 73 Variance

Standardized Coefficients

Work 73 -.052 -.350 -.276

Family 73 -.249 .241 -.255

Work 74 - - 04IM OM .780 .046

Family 74 .1 .053 '.978

Unstandardized Coefficients*

Work 73 -.000 -.094 -.005
(.001) (.020) (.001)

Family 73 ,. -.002 .066 -.005
(.001) (.022) (.001)

Work 74

Family 74

11.1. 1E6 IND 1.124 .065
(.213) (.105)'

.074 1.329
(.159) (.255)

.22

.26

.65

1.00

* Standard errors shown in parentheses.
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are relatively stable variables (that is, the latent factors, not their

manifest indicators); the correlation between the work factors implied by

this analysis is .799, and the correlation between family factors over

time is .999 -- a very stable construct, indeed.

CONCLUSION

Previous introductory discussions of LISREL (e.g., Joreskog, 1974;

Long, 1976; areskog and Siirbom, 1978) have produced a number of examples

covering a range of possible applications, but none have gone into the

development and estimation of a single model to the extent rendered

here. The lengthy specification of a single model may have seemed

tedious to some; I hope it pro4es useful to others.

I would like to close with some reflections on the utility of

LISREL. Kerlinger (1977) has said that we are in the midst of a revolu-

tion in research thinking, and cited LISREL by way of example. A year

later Cooley (1978) reminded us that knowing one's subject matter is

very much more important than using any particular set of methodological

tools. Using LISREL is an aid to thinking about and analyzing some

complex causal models, but like many new analytic techniques runs the

risk of being faddishly adopted to implausible applications. Using

LISREL presumes one has multiple indicators of underlying variables which

are of theoretical interest. This means that one knows beforehand which

- indices accurately measure variables of theoretical interest; or that one

has obtained alternative measures of underlying traits. This may mean

conducting panel surveys as repoted in this paper, or using alternative
OMNI

means of collecting data at one point in time (e.g., mailed questionnaires,

telephone surveys, and personal interviews). In any event, the collection

V
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of such data is likely to be expensive. In other words, like Leontief's

input- output charts of the economy, LISREL may not simply be used in

place of OLS regression or exploratory factor analysis, but requires

changes in. the data collection process, and the way researchers think

about their analyses. Such changes will not come easily or cheaply, and

we are li-kely to see implausible and incorrect analyses using LISREL

along the way. Yet in the long-run, I share Kerlinger's (1977)

optimism. LISREL provides a synthesis of analytic procedures formerly.

considered disjointly, and in applicable situations will allow the

analysis of theoretical models not previously estimable. The accumula-

tion of knowledge of educational relationships will benefit accordingly.
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MODEL TIME Al 12/27/80 13:04 BRANDY r F1304 "11111 RECS VA TECH

CAUSAL MODELS WITH UNMEASURED VARIABLES:' AN DiTROC)UeTLON TO. LISREL
DA N13120 N0 *751 MA=CM
LA

SUCL73° 'MONEY73°.°STEA0731 'MARRY73' 'CLOSE73' "AWAY730
'SUCC74' MONEY74° STEA074e 'MARRY74' .4CLOSE74.. AWAY74.°
.°FAOCC" 'FAEDUC' IMAEOUC" 'SEX' READING 'LETTERS' IvocAal
KM

1.0
.1154
2960
.1048
.0527
.0040
.3411
.1497
.2014
.1101
.0375
1.0
.0147
.0328
.0001 -.0297 -.0265
-.067o -.0161 1.0
.0195 -.0107 -.0987 -.1204

1291 7'..0238 .5820 1.0

1.0
.2207 1.0
-.0181 .1276 1.0
.0632 .1156 .0835 1.0
-.1386 -.0129 .0881 .0667 1.0
.0834 .1657 .0500 -.0u23 .1083 1.0
.4613 .2065 .0363 .0613 -.0949 .2045 1.0'
.1950 .4150 .1244 .U432 .0386 .3426:4170 1.0
.0186 .1230 .3565 .1141 .1193 .1241 .0721,..1
.0479 .0981 .088U .4329 .0818 .0431. .1068 .05Z2 .13f,51-

4

-.1299 -.0079 .0386 .0493 .3956 .0443. 4416 70215..0739

.'MA71-1°

-.0784 -4965 7.0900 7:0318 -.1011
. . r

-.1017 7.00587.0427 Ir.08887.1304
,

-.0016 -.0331 -.0477 ,.1082 - .1028 -.0473 -4612. .7.07257.04,57 41406
-.0779 -.0356 .3202 .5486 1.0
-.0398 7.1087 -.1825 .0723 .1053 .0912 -.0328 7.1727-7..19771'4657
.1049 .1044 -.0450 -.0510 -.0985 1.0
-.0715 -.0839 5-.1000 -.0596 7.1257 .0067 7.0929 74925 -.1775 7.14871.
-.1500 .0689 .1874 .2683 .2330 7.0396 1.)0
7.0110 -.0668 -.0660 '.0010 -.0160 .0513 7.0399 7.1220,7.144'7.-4322,
-.0566 .0987 .0990 .1772 .1218 .1212 .5015, 1,4e *,
-.0721 -.0436 -.1350 -.0838 -.1121 -.04d7 - .1177 7.082.77.1532 -.149j
-.1411 :0080 .1865 .2373 .2466 .0040 .6306.4166 1.0
-.0069 -.0959 -.0759 -.0600 7.1183-.0813 --.0242 -7.1185 7c1175 7.,12,03
-.1149 .0704 .1630 .2398 .1725 -.13o8 ,f6944 .5606 :50,8:3 1.0
SD

.4327 .5706 .o004 .4229 .0294 .582o .4483 '.6204,5799..4425
23.3420 1.2601 .9996 .5003 9.3054 8.5o83 9.4423,9.2206
MO NY=12 NX=8 NE=4 NK=3 LY=FU.FILX=F0.FI
PH=SY,FR PS=SY,FI TE=SY,F1 To=sy,FL-'
FREE PS(1,1) PS(2,Z) PS(313)
FREE PS(2,1)
FREE LX(2,1) LX(3.1) LA(0.3) Lx(76a),
FREE LY(2,1) LYt3,1) LY(5-,2) LY46,2) I.Y(4,3);LYt9,3)
FREE 8E(3,1) 8E(3,2) 8E(44,1) BE(412).,,7.
FREE GA(1,1) GA(1.2) GA(1:0) GA(2.1) GA(2,21'GA(2,3)
FREE TE(1,1) TE(2,2) TE(3.3118444).. TE(5.5), TE(6.6) TE(7.7)
FREE TE(8,8) TE(9,9)(10.0) tE(11.11)7,TE(12.12)
FREE TE(7,1) T8(8.2) tE(9i3),TE(10.4) TE.(14.5) TE(12.6)
FREE TE(3.1)

a-

.6473 .6201

C:.

LY(11r4) LY (12,4)
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FREE TE(796)
FREE T0(111) T0(292) 10(3,3) TD(595) TD(69b) TD(717) TD(898)
FIX PH(292)
ST 1.0LX(191) LX(492) LX(5,3)
ST 1.0 ,LY(1,1) LY(4,2) LY(7,3) LY(1.074)
ST .091..X(2,1)
ST .05 l.X(311)
ST .70 LX(693)
ST .85 LX(793)
ST 0.90.LX(893)
ST 1.5 LY(2,1) LY1893)
ST 2.1 LY(391) 0'1913)
ST 1.4 LY(5,2) LY(11,4)
ST .61 LY(692) LY(12,4)
ST 205.2' PH(191)
ST -.5 PH(211)
ST .250 PH(2,2)
ST 37.81'PH(391)
ST -.18 PH(312)
ST 61.1 PH(393)
ST .21 PS(1,1)
_ST .23 PS(212)
ST .14 PS4313)
ST 0 PS494)

) ST .1 PH(2,1)
MA TD

343.
0 .15
0 0 .68
O 0 0 0
O 0 0 0 27.
O 0 0 0 0 43.
O 0 0 0 0 0 42.
0 0 0 0, 0 0 0 37.
MA TE

.1
O .27
.01 0 .Z7
O 0 0 .19
O 0 0 OL .37
O 0 0' 0 0 .33
.01 0 0 .0 0 .01 .16
O .01 0 0 , 0 0 0 .29
O 0 .01 0 0 0 0 0 .18
O 0 0 .01 0 0 '10 0 0 .17
o 0 0 o .01 0 0 0 0 0 .35
O 0 0 0 0 .01 0 0 0 0 0 .389
MA BE
*
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0

-.54 -.05 1, 0
-.06 -.43 0 1

-Ai

B
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-.4,011 .019 -.004
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0 0 0
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LISREL IV

CAUSAL MODELS WITH UNMEASURED VARIABLES: AN INTRODUCTION TO LISREL

NUMBER OF INPUT VARIABLES 20

NUMBER OF Y VARIABLES 12

NUMBER OF )0(- VARIABLES 8

;NUMBER OF ETA FACTORS 4

NUMBER OF KSI - FACTORS 3

NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS 751

MODEL SPECIFICATION

LAMBDA Y, FULL , FIXED LAMBDA X .FULL FIXED

BETA FULL , FIXED GAMMA FULL FIXED

PHI SYMM., FREE PSI SYMM.. FIXED

THETA EPS SYMM., FIXED THETA DELTA SYMM., FIXED

OUTPUT REQUESTED

MATRIX TO BE ANALYZED YES

TECHNICAL OUTPUT NO

STANDARD ERRORS YES

MATRICES OF T - VALUES YES

CORRELATIONS OF ESTIMATES NO

SIGMA, RESIDUALS. ETC. YES

FACTOR SCORES REGRESSIONS NO

FIRST ORDER DERIVATIVES YES

STANDARDIZED SOLUTION YES

10
../



":CAUSAL MODELS

MATRIX

SUCC73

WITH UNMEASURED VARIABLES:

TOBE ANALYZED

SUCC73 JMONFY73 STEA073

AN INTRODUCTION TO LiSREL

MARRY73 CLOSE73 AWAY73
0.18T

.MONEY73 0.028 0.326
STEA073 0.077 0.076 0.360
.MARRY.73 0.1)19 -0.004 . 0.032 0.179
CLOSE73, 0.014 0.023 0.044 0.022 0.396
AWAY73 0.001 -0.046 -0.005 , 0.022 0.024 0.339
SUCC74 0.066 0.021' 0.045 0.009 -0.001 0.028
MONEY74 0.040 0.163 0.077 . 0.010 0.024 -0.034
STEAD74 0.051 0.065 0.144 0.031 0.016 0.013
MARRY74 0.021 0.005 0.033 0.067 0.032 0.031
CLOSE74 0.011 0.018 0.038 0.024 0.177 0.031
AwAY74 0.004 -0.046 -0.003 0.010 0.019 0.143
FAOCC 0.062 - -0.396 -0.371 -0.774 -1.418 -1.224FAEDUC 0.011 -0.008 -0.075 -0.064 -0.081 -0.004
MAEDUC -0.001 -0.019 -0.029 -0.046 -0.065 -0.028
SEX -0.009 -0.048 -0.055 0.015. 0.033 Q.027READING -0.288 -0.445 -0.596 -0.235 -0.736 0.036
LETTERS -0.041 -0.327 -0.340 0.004 -0.086 0.256
VOCAB -0.295 -0.235 -0.765 -0.335 -0.666 -0.268MATH. -0.0364' -0.505 -0.420 -0.260 -0.687 0.437

MATRIX

SUCC74.

TO BE ANALYZED

-SUCC74 MONEY7i STEAD74 MARRY74 CLLJSEI4 AwAY74
0.201

MONEY74' 0.057 0.385
STEAD 74 0.089 0.114 0.336
MARRY74 0.025 0.020 0.040 0.196
CLOSE74 0.013 0.043 0.020 0.039 0.420
AWAY74 0.012 -0.054 -0.008 0.020 0.013 0.385FAOCC -0.221 -0.375 -0.430 -1.044 -1.022 -0.233
FAEDUC -0.024 -0.033 -0.065 -0.073 -0.105 -0.019
MAEDUC -0.027 -0.045 -0.026 -0.062 -0.050 -0.022
SEX -0.007 -0.054 -0.057 0.015 0.034 0.032
READING -0.392 -0.534 -0.958 -0.612 -0.904 0.398
LETTERS; -0.153 -0.649 -0.719 -0.122 -0.314 0.524
VOCAB -0.498 -0.484 -0.839 -0.625 -0.863 0.047
MATH -0.100 -0.678 -0.628 -0.491 -0.686 0.403

MATRIX TO BE ANALYZED

FAOCC FAEDUC MAEDUC SEX READJNG jETTERS
FAOCC 544.849
FAEDUC 17.119 1.588
MAEDUC 7.471 0.691 0.999
SEX -0.526 -0.032 -0.049 0.250
READING 40.705 3.146 2.167 -0.184 86.590
LETTERS 19.800 1.913 1.043 0.520 39.985 73.416
VOCAB 41.105 3.418 2.328 0.019 55.407 33.705
MATH 35.211 2.786 1.590 -0.631 51.858 44.764

MATRIX TO BE ANALYZED

VOCAB MATH
VOCAB 89.157
MATH 44.254 a.5019
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PARAMETER SPECIFICATIONS

LAMBDA -Y

ETA_. fTA
SUCCY3

-1
0

MONEY73 1

STEA073
MARRY73

2
,

0
CLOSE73 0
AWAY73 0

SUCC74 0
MONEY74 0
STEA074 0
MARRY74 0
CLOSE74 0
AWAY74 0

FAOCC
FAEDUC
MAEDUC
SEX '

READING
LETTERS
VOCAB
MATH

EQ. 1

EQ. 2
EQ. 3
EQ. 4

EQ. ,1

EQ. 2
EQ. 3
EQ. 4

KSI 1

KSI 2
KSI 3

EQ. 1

EQ. 2
EQ. 3 ,

EQ. 4'

LAMBDA X

KSI 1

0
9

ASI

0
0

BETA

FTA 1 ETA
0
0

'14
16

GAMMA

KSI 1, KSI
18
21
0
0

PHI

)(SI 1, ASI
24
25
26

2 ETA A
0 t . 0 0
0_

4.

0 0
0 0 0
(3 0 0
3 0 0
4 0 0
0 0 0
0 5 0
0 6 0
0 0 0 ),

0 0 7

'0 0 8

2 x.sj 3
0 0

0 0

0 0

0 11
0 12
0 13

2 ETA 3 -ETA A
.0 0 0
0 ' 0 0

15 11 0 0
17 0 0

2 KSI j
19 20
22 23
0 0
0 0

2 KS! 3

0
27 28

PSI

E2A1 29112 1211.A__3 EC. 4
29
30 31
0 0 32
0 0 0 0

51
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THETA 'EPS

SUCC73 altigyll_ STpAo73 J4ARRYJ3 CLOSE73 Aw Ay73
SUCC73 33
MONEY73 0 34
STEA073 35 0 36
MARRY73 0 0 0 37
CLOSE73 0 0 0 0 38
AWAY73 0 0 0 a 0 39
SUCC 74 40 0 0 0 0 41
MONEY74 0 43 0 0 0 0
STEAD74 0 0 45 0 0 0
MARRY 74 0 0 0 47 0 0
CL0SE74 0 0 0 0 49 0
AWAY74 0 0 0 0 0 51

THETA EPS

SuCCT4 $ONEY74 STEAD74 plARBY/4 CLOSE74 MAY74
SUCC 74 42
MONEY74 0 44
STEAD74 0 0 46
MARRY 74 0 0 - 0 48
CLOSE74 0 0 / 0 0 50
AWAY74 0 0 ) 0 0 0 52

THETA DELTA

FAOCC EAFOUC MAEDUC SEX READ_ING LETTERS
FAOCC 53
FAEDUC 0 54
MAEDUC 0 0 55
SEX 0 0 0 0
READING,
LETTERS

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

56
0 57

VOCAB 0 0 0 0 0 o
MATH 0 0 0 0 0 0

THETA DELTA

VOCAB OATH
VOCA8 58
MATH 0 59

k.A
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STARTING VALUES

LAMBDA Y

INTRODUCTION TO LI SREL

LIA1 LIA6.-2 ETA 3 FTA 4
SUCC73 1. o o o 0.0 0.0 0.0
'MONEY 73 1.500 0.0 -0.0 0.0
STE AD 73 2.100 0.,0 0.0 0.0
MARR X73 0.0 1.000 0.0 0.0
CLOSE73 0.0 1.400 0.0 0.0
AWAY73 - ,0.0 0.610 0.0 0.0
SUCC 74 0.0 J.0 1.000 0.0
MONEY74 0.0 0.0 1.500 0.0
STEAD 74 0.0 0.0 2.100 0.0
MARR Y74 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.000
CLOSE74 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.400
AWAY 74 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.610

LAMBDA X

KSI I. KSI KSI 3

FAOCC 1.000 0.0 0.0
FAEDUC- 0.090 0.0 0.0
MAEDUC 0.050 0.0 0.0
SEX 0.0 1.000 0.0
READING 0.0 0.0 1.000
LETTERS 0.0 0.0 0.700
VOCAB 0.0 0.0 0.850
MATH 0.0 0.0 0.900

EQ.
EQ.
EQ.
EQ.

1

2

3
4

BETA

ETA 1 ETA 2 f TA 3 ETA 4
1.000
0.0
-0.542(
-0.06

0.0
1.000

-0.050

0.0
0.0
1.000
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
1.000

GAMMA

KSI 1 KSI 2 KSI 3

EQ. 1 -0.007 -0.186 -0.004
EQ. 2 -0.011 0.019 -0.004
EQ. 3 0.0 0.0 0.0
EQ. 4 0.0 0.0 0.0

PHI

A31 1 ASI KSI 3

KSI 1 205.200
KSI 2 0.100, 0.250
KS! 3 37.810 -0.180 61.100

PSI

EQ. 1 EQ. 2 EQ. 3 EC. 4
EQ. 1 0.210
EQ. 2 0:0 0.230
EQ. 3 0.0 0.0 0.140
EQ. 4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

00 0



THETA EPS

.5000 73 0.100
MONEY73 0.0
STEA073 0010
MARAY73 0.0
CLOSE73 0.0
AWAY3 0.0
SUCC74 0.010
MONEY74 0.0
STEAO14 0.0
MARRY74 -0.0
CLOSE74 0.0
AWAY74 0.0

SUCC74
MONEY74
STEAO74
MARRY74
CLOSE74
AWAY74

FAGCC'
FAEDUC
MAEDUC
SEX
READING
LETTERS''
VGCA8
MATH

VGCA8
MATH

THETA EPS'

SU cam_
0.160
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

THETA DELTA

fAOCC
343.000

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

,THETA DELTA

VOCAB
42.000
0.0

MOM YL3_

0.270
0.0
0.0
0.0
0..0
0.0
0.010
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

140NEY74

0.290
0.0
0.0
0.0
o.o

FAEDUC

0.150
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

MATH

37.000

S T EA073 PIARRY73 CL0SE73 AINAYTI

0.270
0.0 0.190
0.0 0.0 0.370
0.0 '- 0.0 0.0 0.330
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.010
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.010 000 0.0. 0.0
0.0 0.010 0.0. 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.010 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.010

MARRY74 CLOSE74 AidAY74

0.180
0..0 0.170
0.0 0.0 0.350
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.389

MAE:WC SEX REAMING LETTERS

0.680
0.0 0.0
0.0 0..0 27.000
0.0 0.0 0.0 43.000
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
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ISROL ESTIMATES

LAMBDA Y

PIA--1 . .EIA__Z 11A__43 ETA 4

'SUCC73. 1.000 '0.0 0.0 .0
MONEY73 .458 0.0 0.0 '0.0
STEA073 2.546 0.0 0.0 0.0
MARRY73 0:0, 1.000 0.0 0.0
CLOSE73. 0.0 1.477 0.0 0.0
AWAY73 0.0 0.679 0.0 0.0
SUCC74 0.0 0.0 1.000 0.0
MONEY74 0.0 0.0 1,446 0.0
STEADT4 4.0 0.0 2.285 0.0
MARRY74 0.0 .0.0 0.0 1.000
CLOSE74 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.228
AWAY74 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.271

. LAMBDA X

KS! 1 KSI 2 KSI 3
FAOCC 1.009 0.0 0.0/
FAEDUC , 0.083 0.0 0.0
MAEOUC 0.041 0.0. 0.0
SEX 0.0 .J:000 0.0
READING 0.0 .0.0 1.000
*LETTERS 0.0 0.0 0.705
VOCAB 0.0 0.0 0.891
MATH 0.0 0.0 0.897

EQ.
Es.
EQ.
EQ.

1

2

3
4

BETA

EIA1
1.000
0.0

'-1.124
-0.074

GAMMA

''ETA Z ETA 3 ETA It

0.0
1.000

-0.065
-1.329

0.0
0.0
1.000
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
1.000

KSI I KSI 2 KSI 3
EQ. 1 -0.000 -0.094 . -0.005
EQ. 2 -0.002 0.066 -0.005
EQ. 3 0.0 0.0 0.0
EQ. 4 0.0 0.0 0.0

PHI

ESL' KSI 2 XSI. 3
KSI 1 204.782
KSI 2 -0.440 0.250
KSI 3 39.588 -0.149 59.244

PSI

EQ. 3 EC. 4
EQ. 0.014
EQ. 2 0.007 0.014
EQ. 3 0.0 0.0 0.013
EQ. 4 0.0 0.0 0.0 - .0
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*AC Ti
AMMIY73
$114073
MARRY73
C404873
AWAY73
4CC74

MONEY74
STEA074
MAARY74
CLOSE74
AWAY74

a
0.0 0.286
0.033 '0.0 -0.244 ,,

'0.0 0.0 0.0 04160
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.355,-.
0.0 .0.0 0.0 4.0 .0.0. 0.329
0.047 0.0 0.0'.. 0.0 0.0 0.020
0.0 ' 0.120 0.0

. 0.0 0.0 0.0.#
0.0 0.0 0.025 0.0 0..0 .0.0
0.0' 0.0 0.0, 0.041 0.0.- 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0, -0.0 0.130 ''-'0'.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 04136

SUCC74

THETA EPS

SUCC74 MMIEY74 STEAD74 MARRY74 CLDSE74 AitiAY74
0.144 4

MONEY74 0.0 0.308
STEA074 0.0 0.0 0..143
MARRY74 0.0 0.0 0.0 ..0.161,
CL0SE74 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.368
AWAY74 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 .0.382

THETA DELTA

PAOCC FAEOUC rAEOUC SEX READING 1.AITERS
340066

0.0 0.172
,.., .1

FAOCC
FAEOUC
MAEDUC 0.0 0.0 0.662
SEX 0.0 0.0 0.0 r0.0 S'
READING 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0' 27.346
LETTERS 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 44.007r
VOCAB 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
MATH 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

THETA DELTA

VOCAB MAIL!
42.170VOCAB

MATH 0.0 37.382

TEST OF GOODNESS OF FIT

CHI SQUARE'WITH 151 DEGREES OF FREEDOM IS .315.1317

PROBABILITY LEVEL= 0.,0000
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STANDARD ERRORS

LAMBDA Y

LIA...1 116.....2 ETA 3 A,ETA.
0.0SUCC73 0.0 0.0 0.0

MONEY73 0.305 0.0 0.0 0.0
STEA073 0.450 '0.0 0.0 0.0
MARRY73 0.0 0.0. 0.0 0.0
CLOSE73 0.0 0.366 0.0 0.0
AWAY73 0.0 0.252 0.0 0.0
SUCC74 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
MONEY74 0.0 0.0 0,193 0.0
STEAD74 0.0 0.0 ,0.310 0.0
MARRY74 0.0 0.0. 0.0 0.0
CLOSE74 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.254
AWAY74 0.0 0..0 0.0 0.177

LAMBDA X

FAOCC
)(SI 2 KSI

0.0 0.0 0.0
FAEDUC- 0.006 0.0 0.0
MAEDUC 0.003 0.0 0.0
SEX 0.0 0.0 0.0
READING 0.0 0.0 0.0
LETTERS 0.0 0.0 0.042
VOCAB 0.0 0.0 0.046
MATH 0.0 0.0 0:045

BETA

FIk 1 ETA Z ETA fTA 4
EQ. 1 0.0 0.0

.3
0.0 0.0

EQ. 2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
EQ. 3 0.213 0.105 0.0 0.0
EQ. 4 0.159 0.255 0.0 0.0

GAMMA

KSL 1 2 KSI 3
EQ. 1 0.001

.KSI
0.020 0.001

EQ. 2 0.00k 0.022' 0.001
EQ. 3 0.0 0.0 '0.0
EQ. 4 0.0 0.0 0.0

PHI

KSI 1 KSI xs1
KSI 1. 25.105
KSI 2 0.276 0.0
KSI 3 5.608 0.153 4.688

PSI

LQA_1 EQ. Z 3 Ea. 4
EQ. 1 0.005

-EQ.

EQ. 2 0.002 0.006
EQ. 3 0.0 0.0 0.004
EQ. 4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0



TWA 6P5

NOM 000 0
'MONIY73 0.0 ,

iTIOAD73 0.009
MARRY73 0.0
:CL03073 0.0
AMAYT3 0.0

''SUCC74 0.007
MONEYT4 0.0
STEAD74 0.0
MARRY 74 0.0
CLOSE 74 0.0
AWAY74 0.0

sTS4073 AAAAI23. LLAS124 AMAILL,

040160 0.024
0.0 0.0 0.010
0.0 0.0 0.0 0,021
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.017
0.0 0.0 0.0 0..0 0008
0,013 0.0 0.0 0.0 d.o
0.0 0.016 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0ro008 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.017 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.014

THETA EPS

=ALVA_ SilA074 SABBYT4 Cjj)SE74 AWAY,174
*7 SUCC74

.4taglit.....
0.010

MONEY74 0.0 0.019
STEAD 74 0.0 0.0 0.024
MARRY 74 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.011
CLOSE74 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.023
AWAY74 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 d.020

THETA DELTA

14,,Oct FAEDUC J41AEDUC SEX . LETTERS
FAOCC .21.340 .."

.READING

FAEDUC 0.0 0.082
t4AEDUC 0.0 0.-0 0.040
SEX 0.0 - 0.0 0.0 0.0

' RE /WING 0.0 0.0 . 0.0 0.0 2.444
LETTERS 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.605
VOCAB 0.0 0.0 0.0 . 0.0 0.0 0.0
MATH 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 . 0.0

THETA DELTA

VOCAB MATH
VOCAB 2.787
MATH 0.0 2.582



,AAUS44 MOMS WITH UNNIASUREO VARIA8LOS1 AN INIROUCTION TO 1.15Rel,

T VALU4S'

LAMA Y

,FTA ETA 2 ETA .3
SUCC73 0.0 0.O 0.0
MONEY/3 4.783 0.0 0,10

STIA073 45.653 0.0 0.0
MA8RY13. 0.0 0.0 0.0
CLOSE73 0.0 4.034
'AWAY73 0.0 2.688 0.0
SUCC74 0.0 0.0 0.0
MONEY74 0.0 0.0 7.511
STEAD74 0.0 0.0 -7.363
MARRY74 0.0 .0.0 0.0
CLOSE74 0.0 0.0 0.0
AWAY 74 0.0 0.0 0.0

LAMBDA X

KSI I KSI KSI 3
FAOCC 0.0 0.0 0.0
FAEDUC 13.437 0.0 0.0
MAEDUC 13.589 0.0 0.0:
SEX 0.0 0.0
READING 0.0 -.0.0 o.o
LETTERS 0.0 0.0 68,71.
VOCAB"' 0.0' 0.0 '19.497
MATH 0.0 0.0 20066

BETA

EQ. 1

EQ. 2
EQ. 3
EQ. 4

GAMMA

EQ. 1

EQ. 2
EQ. 3
EQ. 4

.PHI

KSI 1

KSI 2
KSI I

PSI

EQ. 1

EQ. 2
EQ. 34.
EQ. 4

EIA1
0.0
0.0

-5.287
- 0.465

-0.917
- 3.045

0.0

. 8.157
-1.595
7.0i)0

, A

ETA 4
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0 .

0.0
0.0
0.0
4.832
1.527

ETA
0.0'
0.0 0..0

-0.623 . 04)
75.204

. .

KSL 3
"-44576

3.428
0.0 Q.40

g"
4.

j-
12.

k

s.

3.055'
2.984'
0.0
0.0

,3.412 .1

0,40 6



T HO A AO* 4,
$

P Cif
11Y73,

1114P3
AVIY/1

C100.077
:t 'AWAY T3

'''SOCC/4
:MON1074

$711AD74:,
MARRY74'
CLOSe74t
AWAYI4

-41.539 .:,
09 '
004
Oe
'6.925
000 .

r..0.0
0.0 '

__3;-

003

THETA &PS

:STEA074
MARK Y14
CL0SE74-1:-

;j4WAY,74

F AIJC4
F Aev
AOLic
*Ef'

AO NG
IfTERS

V CA8
'MATH

THETA

1,4:4.768.
0.0
0.0
'0.0
)1.0.0

THETA DELTA

vocA'sQ
MATH

FAOCC
15.935
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
o.
0.0

DELTA

yr1pAa
15.133
0.0

g.

r

1444,
040,
00101:i

10.027
16.190

AtAX.13...

0:0 0.0 16.613
0.0 0.0 0.0 18.857'0.0 0.0 040. 0.0 2.5289.120 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

0.0 1.629 0.0 0.0 U00.0 0.0 ,1.011 0.0 0.0a. 0.0 0.0 7.544 0.00.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 9.670

1401AY STFA074 fieRFIY74 CLOSE74

16.384
0.0
0.0

5.983
DAG

0.0 0.0 0.0 16.1380.0' 0.0 0.0 r0.0

FAEOUC MAEDUC SEX

2.093
0.0 16.692
0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 11.189
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

MATH

14.417

60

Akiky 74

19.232

FTTeRS

16.894
0.0
0.0



11'

GAU3AL M00111.3 WITH UNMAIAAURII0 YARIAOLA

.310MAI R11310UAL311 ETC.

310MA

SULL/A..
'3UCC/3 a.taa
MONEY73 0.026
ST1A073 0.079
MARK Y73 0.007
CLOS673 0.011
AWAY73 0.005
SUCC 74 0.048
MONEY74 0.030
STEA074 0.047
MARRY74 0.011

'CLOSE74 0.014
AWAY74 0.003
FAOCC ..0.247
FAEDUC s.0.021
MAEDUC -0.010
SEX -0.022
READING - 0.289
LETTERS -0.203
VOCAB -0.257
MATH -0.259

SUCC74
MONEY74
STEAD 74
MARRY74
CLOSE74
AWAY74
FAOCC
FAEDUC
MAEDUC
s'gx

READING
LETTERS
VOCAB
MATH

FAOCC
FAEDUC
MAEDUC
SEX,

READING
LETTERS
VOCA8
MATH

VOCAB
MATH

I AN INTRODUCTION 1311111.

$PSEY73 AIAAD24... MARRY7,3 ILUSA21* A4Ay73

0,324
0.066 0,360
0.011 0.019 0,174
0.016 0.028 0.028 0.396
0.007 0.013 0.013 0.019 0.348
0.030 0.052 0.009 0.014 0.026
0.163 0.074 0.014 0.020 0.009
0.069 0.145 0.022 0.032 0.015
0.016 0.028 0.067 0.038 0.017
0.020 0.035 0.031 0.176 0.021,
0.004 0.008 0.007 0.010 0.141

-0.340 -0.629 -0.696 -1.027 -0.472
-0.030 -0.052 -0.058 - 0.085 - 0.039
-0.015 '.0.025 -0.028 ...0.042. -0.019
..0.033 -0.057 0.018 0.027 0.012
.0.421 -0.735 -0.373 -0.550 -0.253
-0.297 - 0.518 -0.263 '0.388 -0.178

-0.655 -0.332 -0.490 -0.225
-0.378 - 0.659 -0.334 -...0.494 -0.227

SIGMA

4UCC74 ONEY74 STEAD/4 MARRY74 CLOSF74 A,AY74
0.201
0.054 0.386
0.085 0.122 0.337
0.014 0.020 0.032 0.196
0.017 0.025 0.039 0.042 0.420
0.004 0.006 0.009 0.009 0.011 0.385

-0.323 -0.J38 -0.942 -1.157 -0.255
-0.027 0439 -0.061 -...0.078 - 0.090 -0.021
-0.013 -0.030 -0.038 -0.047 ...0.0.1

-0.024 -0.035 -0.055 0.023 0.028 Ixib

-0.349 -0.504 -0.797 -0.51 \ -0.634 T.01a,
0.246 -0.355 -0.562 -0.364 -0.447 - 0.09.9
-0.311 -0.449 -0.710 -0.460 ..(:).565 0.125
-0.313 -0.452 -0.715 -0.463 -0.569 =0.125,

SIGMA

FAOCC FAEDUC MAEDUC SEX READING LETTERS
544A48
17.025 1.588
8.305' 0.690 0.999

-0.440 -0.037 -9.018 0.250
39.588 3.291 1.605 -0.149 86.590
27.892 2.319 1.131 -0.105 41.741 73.416
35.256 2.931 1.430 -0.133 52.761 37.173
35.499 3.951 1.440 -0.134 53.125 37.430

SIGMA

VOCAB
89.157
47.311

MATH

61



t

OUCC73

Al IOW. 4

00 1

SIGMA

A4MA, 202. I MAUL
MON$Y7A1 0,002 0.001
17144013' "0.002 0.009 , 0.000 i

MAAAVT3
ctgss73

0.012
0.004 0.007

0.014 j,.

0.014
AWAV13 0.004 0,053 - 0.01'.0.00
SUCO74MAIM

=0.001
0.010 0.000

-oeooa
0000,s,

ITOA074 0.004 -0.004
MAMAY14 0.010 0.005
CL05474 -0.003 -0.002 0.004
AWAY74 0.001 ...0.0/1-
eAUCC
FAEDUC

0.309
0.031

-0.035
0.022 -0.022

0.257

MAAOUC 0.004 =0.004
0.014 0.002

READING 0.001 0.140
LETTERS 0.163 0.118
VOCA8 -0.037 0.140 70.111
MATH 0.223 0.239

RESIDUALS I

SUCCT4

S SIGMA

tAPNEV74' sTEAD7
0.000SUCC74

MONEY74 0.003 -0.001
STEA074, 0.004 -0.008 -0.000
MARRY74 0.011 -0.001 0.008
CLOSE74 0.018 -0.020
AWAY74 0.009 -0.060 -0.016
FAOCC 0.102 0.092 0.307
FAEDUC 0.003 0.005 -0.004
MAEOUC -0.014 -0.026 0.003
SEX 0.017 -0.019 -0.002
READING -0.043 -0.161
LETTERS. 0.093 -0.157
VOCAB -0.188 -0.035 -0.129
MATH 0.213 -0.226 0.086

RESIDUALS : S - SIGMA

rigAigitiol.

!

I -0.000
'0.005
OQI.009

-4.004
0.009
0.000

1-..0.007
0.003

!-q.ore
H4006
".0.018
"°00303
0.138
.264

4003
.075

44,4=1,1-

0,000
0.004 0,002

0.002
0.004 =0.044

- '0.016 - '0.002
-0.006 0,014
0.000 0.010
0.009 0.002

- 0.390 -0.752
0.005 0.035

=0,023
0.004 0.014

0.289
0.302 . 0.434

- 0.193 0.664

KAIWY74 CLDSE74 AAAY74

.

0.000
O,004 0.000
0.011 0.002 -0.000

-0.102 0.135 0.022
0.006 -0.009 0.003

-0.024 - 0.004 -.0.012
-0.008 0.006 0.0ga
-0.096 -0.270 0.538
0.242 0.133 0.623

-..0.165 -0.298 0.171
-0.028 - 0.118 0.528

FAOCC EAEDUC MAEDUC SEX flEAJOING
FAOCC '0.001

_LETTERS

FAEDUC 0.094 0.000
MAEOUC -0.834 0.001 0.000
SEX -0.085 0.004 -0.031 0.000
READING 1.117 -0.145 0.562 -0.035 0.000
LETTERS -8.092w -0.406 -0.088 0.625 -1.756 0.000
VOCA8 5.849 0.487 0.898 0.152 2.646 -3.469
MATH -0.287 -0.165 0.150 -0.497 -1.266 7.335

RESIDUALS i S - SIGMA

VOCA8 MATI4
VOCA8 0.000
MATH -3.057 0.000

ESTIMATED COVARIANCE MATRICES.

ETA ETA ( C)
CtO



ITA
itA 4
/TA
ITA 4

AZA..2

0,07 0.019
0.021
Qom 11.02,E

ITA 1

NTA . A41

111...1
-0.241

AITA 2 0.496
NIA 3 '.0.323
ETA 4 ^0.194

0031
0414

151 2 441, A
-cloaa ..0.289
0.010 -..00373

'..0,024 -.'0.349
0.023 '''0.517

Y -., ETA

fT4 1 Et.A. 2 Ti1A--
0.018 0.021SUCC73 0.007

MONEY73 0.026 0.011 0.030
STEA073 0,045 0.019 0.052
MARRY73 0.007 ,0.019 0.009
CLOSE13 0.011 0.028 0,014
AWAY73 0.005 0.013 0.006
SUCC74 0.021 0.009 0.037
MONEY74 0.030 0.014 0.054
STEAO74 0.047 0.022 0.085,
MARRY74 0.011 0.025 0.014
CLUSE74 0.014 0.031 0.017
AWAY74 0.003 0.007 0.004

0.045

gTA i

0.011
0,016
0.028
0.025
0.038
0.017
0.014
0.020
0.032
0.035
0.042
0.009

Y KSI

KSI L KSI 2 KSI 2
SUCC73 -.0.247 -0.022 -0.289
MONEY73 -0.360 -0.033 -0.421
STEA073 -0.629 -0.057 -0.735
MARRY73 -0.696 0.018 -0.373
CL0SE73 -1.027 0.027 -0.550
AWAY73 -0.472 0.012 -0.253
SUCC74 -0.323 -0.024 -0.349
MONEY74 -0.467 -0.035 -0.504
STEA074 -0.738 -0.055 -0.797
MARRY74 -(0.942 0.023 -0.517
CL0SE74 -1.157 0.028 -0.634
AWAY74 -0.255 0.006 -0.140

X - ETA

ETA 1. ETA. 2 ETA 3 ETA A
FAOCC -0.247 -0.696 -0.323 -0.942
FAEDUC -0.021 -0.058 -0.027 -0.078
MAEDUC .-0.010 -0.028 -0.013 -0.038
SEX -0.022 0.018 -0.024 0.023
READING -0.289 -0.373 -0.349 -0.517
LETTERS -0.203 -024 -0.246 -0.364
VOCA3 -0.257 -0.33 -0.311 -0.460
MATH -0.259 -0.334 -0.313 -0.463

X - KSI

KSI 1 KSI 2 KSI 3
FAOCC 204.782 -0.440 39'4588
FAEDUC 17.025 -0.037. 3.291
MAEDUC 8.305 -0.018 1.605
SEX -0.440 0.250 -0.149
READING 39.588 - -0.149 59.244



1744,1 0411011 41,741
311414 -1.1435 1a#741
3$9499 .0,134 53,44I

I$TIMATID OMISSIONS

ITA ON 1431 (ii

-0.000
-0402
-0.001
"I0*003

*TA 1

STA 2
IITA 3

VA 4

e TA 1

ETA 2
OTA 3

CA 4

SUCC73
MONEY73
STEAD73
MARRY73.
CLOSE73
AWAY75
SUCC74
MONEY74
STEAD74
MARRY74,
CLOSE74
AWAY 74

SUCC73
MONEY73
STEA073
MARRY73
CLOSE73
AWAY73
SUCC74
MONEY74
STEAD74
MARRY74
CLOSE74
AWAY74

SUCC34
M0 74
STEAD74
MARRY74
CLOSE74
AdAY74

AAA..2

0,044
-0.101
0.041

-0003
.'0.1009

0.004
**04004

REGRESSION RESIDUAL CUYARIANCE$

IA.1 fT4 Z CIA .3

0.014
3.007
0.01.4
0.010

Y ON KS1

XsA 1

0.014
0.009
0.019

fist z

0.d32,
0.013

AS1-3

0.026

-..0.000 -0.094 -0.005
-0.001
-0.001

-0.136
-0.238

-0.007
-0.012

-0.002 0.066 -0.005
-0.004 0.097 -0.007
-0.002 0.045 -0.003
-0.001 '..0.101 -.0.006
-.0.001 -0.146 -0.008
-0.002 -0.230 -0.013
-0.003 0.081. -0.006
-0.004 0.099 -0.008
-0.001 0.022 -0.002

REGRESSION RESIDUAL COVARIANCES

SUCC73.. BONEY73 11111023_ MARRY73 CLOSE73 AliAY73
0.185
0.021 0.317
0.069 0.053 0.337
0.007 0.010 0.018 0.174
0.010
0.00,5

0.015
0.007

0.026
0.01Z

'0.021
0.010

0.386
0.014 0.336

0.063 0.024 0.042 0.009 0.013 0.026
0.024 .0.155 0.061 0.013 0.019 0.009
0.038 0.055 0.121 0.02U 0.029 0.013
0.010 0.015 0.026 0.061 0.029 0.013
0.013 0.018 0.032 0.024 0.165 0.016
0.003 0.004 0.007 0\4005 0.008 0.140

REGRESSION RESIDUAL COVARIANCES

SUCC74 BONEY74 ,STEAD74 MAPLAY74 CLOSE74 AkAY74.
0.196
0.047
0.074
0.013
0.016
0.003

0.376
0.107
0.018
0.023
0.005

0.312
0.029
0.036
0.008.

0.188
0.032
0.007

0.407
0.009 0.384



;1,CIAUSIAL NONNI WITN WM044,44000 VARIAOLB44 AN INTRWOUGTIUN T 4,14Afil,

PIKS/ MIA DeRIVATIVO5

LAMBDA

IIIA..1 Uhis,....1 414,4
SUCC13 ...0,1000 .44.004 .0404 -'0400d
NUNlY73 '.01000 0,014 U.003 0.411
STIA073 04,000 0.001 0.002 -,0.007
MAKAY73 '0.1345 0.000 -0,00? ".04,000
003$0173 -0.000 -0.000 0.007 -.0.000
AWAY/3 0.000 '..0.000 0.00i 0.001
SUCC74 0.001 -0.006 -0.000 -.04001.
MUNeY74 -0.003 0.000 -0.000 0.000
3T1A074 -4.001 0.002 ,04000 0:003
MARRY74 -.0,000 0.000 '.0.015 -flq).000

CLOSE74 0.004 -0.000 04.006 0.000
AWAY74 0.013 -.0.001. 0.010 -0.000

LAM8OA X

101 1 A51
FAOCC 0.000 0.000 -.0.001
FAEOUC -0.000 -0.026 0.300
MAEDUC -0.000 0.047 -.0.601
SEX 0.002 *0.00/ 0.001
READING 0.022 0.001 0.000
LETTERS 0.105 -0.014 -0.000
VOCAd -0.144 -.0.004 -0.000
MATH 0.036 0.013 0.000

EQ.-
EQ.
EQ.
EQ.

1

2
.3

4

BETA

Et A ETA 2 ETA ETA It

0.000
0.000

-0.000
-0.000
-0.000

0.006
0.003

-0.000
-0.003

-0.000
-0.000
-0.000
-0.000

GAMMA

KSI Or: 2 101
-0.000 0.000EQ. 1

EQ. 2 0.000 -0.000 0.000
EQ. 3 0.528 0.014 1.302
EQ. 4 0.171 0.015 0.617

PHI

KSI 1 KSI 1
KSI 1 -0.000

,t(SI

KSI 2 -0.000 -0.005
KSI 3 0.000 0.000 -0.000

PSI

EQ. 1 EQ. lc. 3 EQ. 4
Q. 1 0.000

EQ. 2 -0.000 ,0.000
EQ.. 3 0.437 0.227 0.000
EQ. 4 0.309 0.005 -0.225 -0.011

Ptz



10071
WNW)
STOWS
MAW?*
C1.01173
AwAY73
IlkiCC74

MUNOY74
STIA0/4
MAAAY/4
C4USg74
AWAY14

WAWA. 114141A,

0.000 -',0001,1
m0.344 0,454 -0.403 0.000

0.137 -0.09 0.034 .000
U.033 0.344 0,013 -3.441 -0.004

0,145 0.107 0.401 Q.441 -0,000
-41,1*44 0,0000 0.044 4.00t 0,040 0,104
-0.014 0,007 0,000 0007 -0.144
0.144 0.141 0.140 3.000 0,01i -qq).1444
0.103 0.010 -0.041 "3.0i14
0.04, 0.010 0.000

SUCC74
MONIY74
3TOAU74
MARAY74

THETA EPS

114aJA
0.000

.4).110
-.0.104

$440.12,i.

0.000
0.144 0.000

-0.U4i

MAA

CLOSE 14 - 0.246 0.211 0.010 -o.oqu
AWAY74 '..00245 0.0,6 -0.119 0.043 U 00

THETA OELTA

filOCQ E
FAOCC 0.000
FAEOUC -0.302 -0.000
MAEOUC 0.004 -0.005 0,;000
SEX -0.001 -3.317 0.1/4 -0,001
RAGING -0.000 0.009 -0.010 0.005 -0.000
LETTERS 0.000 -0.002 0.006 -0.055 0.001 0.000
VOCAB 0.000 -0.004 -0.011 -0,01d -0.002 0.002
MATH -0.000 0.001 0.006 0.055 (i.00t -0.004

THETA DELTA

vaclia MA
VOCAES 0.000
MATH 0.002 -0.000
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